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Linear stability of the plasma structure i n  a contactor plume , which includes an intermediate DL, is here 
analyzed by formulating a macroscopic model that includes correctly the effects of Landau resonance. Different 
electrostatic instabilities can develop in the two different tree-species, quasineutral plasmas formed at both sides 
of DL. For large contactor potentials, i t  is found that the plume develops an electron-electron instability, whereas 
a radial ion-electron macroinstability of the Buneman type does not set up. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Plasma contactors, which attain a good electri- 
cal contact with a surrounding plasma by emitting 
an artificial plasma cloud, have been proposed as 
a suitable solution for space applications, like elec- 
trodynamic tethers and spacecraft charging control, 
where large electrical currents are required. This 
paper is focused in the study of the plasma plume 
outside an anodic (i. e. electron-collecting) contac- 
tor, that is an electron collector. For large plasma 
emissions this plume consists of two quasineutral re- 
gions separated by a space-charge double layer(DL) 
where most of the potential drop takes place, Fig. 
1. The strong potential jump across the DL acceler- 
ates amhient electrons (species e )  to the high poten- 
tial side (core), emitted ions (i)  to the low potential 
side (presheath), confines emitted electrons (c) into 
the core and amhient ions (a) into the presheath. 
Thus, two different three-species plasmas are formed 
at each side of DL: an electron-electron-ion (e-e-i) 
plasma at the core and an ion-ion-electron (i-i-e) 
plasma at the presheath. 

Many experiments have detected plasma fluc- 
tuations of different frequencies at both sides of 
DLs [I]. The high-velocity beams created by the DL 
make current-driven instabilities as the most plausi- 
ble cause of these fluctuations. Vannaroni et al. [I] 
discussed the presence of the ion-acoustic and hump- 
in-tail instabilities and concluded that the second 
one could explain the anomalous heating observed in 
their experiments. Other authors [2] have proposed 
the simultaneous development in the plasma plume 
of the Buneman and ion-acoustic instabilities. How- 
ever, it is still an open question which particular type 
of instability set up, since those authors use classi- 
cal results from two-species, homogeneous plasmas, 
whereas the plume around a plasma contactor, con- 
sists of two different three-species plasmas at hoth 
sides of the DL, with two populations drifting. Fur- 
thermore, the DL is a free-surface of discontinuity 
that introduces a strong spatial inhomogeneity and 
the plasmas at hoth sides of DL are inhomogeneous 
also. The two last issues make the problem very dif- 

ficult to  afford with a kinetic formulation. Indeed, a 
stationary solution is known only from a macroscopic 
model and a simplified geometry. On the other hand, 
the problem with a macroscopic model is how to in- 
clude Landau resonance effects. This is important 
because several microinstabilities are due to  Landau 
resonance (for instance, the ion-acoustic and bump 
in-tail ones). 

This paper summarizes our investigations on elec- 
trostatic instahilities in a plasma contactor plume. 
The paper is divided in three parts: 

(i) The formulation of a macroscopic model of lii- 
ear, electrostatic perturbations in an homogeneous 
plasma, which includes correctly the effects of Lan- 
dau resonance [Section 21. 

(ii) The analysis of electrostatic instahilities in 
three-species plasmas of the types formed at both 
DL sides [Section 31. 

(iii) The stability analysis of a whole stationary 
solution with an intermediate DL [Section 41. 

2. LANDAU FLUID MODEL IN A PLA- 
NAR GEOMETRY 

The dynamics of each plasma species is modeled 
by the following macroscopic equations: 

an, + 

- at + V . (n,V,) = 0, 

where: a = i, e ,  a,  c is representing each species; 4 
+ 

is the electric potential and V,, n,, p,, m, and 
q, = f e mean macroscopic velocity, density, pres- 
sure, particle mass and electric charge; and p,(n,) 
is the thermodynamic law required to close the fluid 
model. 

An exact closure law, with Landau resonance in- 
cluded, is known only for the most basic case of lii- 
ear perturbations on a planar, homogeneous plasma. 
The steady solution consists of 40, P,O and n,o con- 
stant and the perturbation solution is a linear comhi- 
nation of modes proportional to exp(ikx - iwt), with 



= ki,. Refs. [3] and [4] show that the linear per- 
turbation problem admits the following formulation: 

+ + 
with kV,o,i = V,o,i . k, 

cmo = JT,olm, is the thermal speed and 

where R(z) is the density response function, which, 
for z real, is convenient to express as R(t )  = Ri (2) + 
i R ~ ( t ) ,  with [5] 

Notice that, for t real, Rz is just the Landau res- 
onace effect. Using these expressions, the pressure 
coefficient y is descomposed in real and imaginary 
components 

Figure 2 depicts them as functions of t. Eq. (10) 
shows that 72 is due uniquely to Landau resonance 
and, that, the two limits, z + 0 and t + oo cor- 
respond to the isothermal (y = 1) and adiabatic 
(y = 3) response, respectively. 

From Eq. (4) and (6) we rewrite the closure law 
as: 

with yi = yz/t,. This law separates the uon- 
dissipative and dissipative components of the total 
pressure. The dissipative part is proportional to Rz, 
which indicates the existence of an anomalous resis- 
tivity associated to Landau resonance. 

3. INSTABILITY MODES IN MULTI- 
STREAM PLASMAS 

The macroscopic model, Eqs.(4)-(6), together 
with Poisson equation for the electrostatic pertur- 
bation potential 

form a closed equation system. For a given plasma, 
eigenmodes are the solution w(k) from the linear dis- 
persion relation: 

with y, = y(z,), A&, = toT,o/q:n,o, and w, = 
c,o/Xo,. 

For the linear-stability analysis we follow the tem- 
poral theory and look for solutions w = w(k) of 
the dispersion relation for k real (and positive) and 
w = w,, + wi, complex; unstable modes in Eq. (12) 
correspond to wi, > 0. For each stationary solution, 
the characteristics of the most unstable mode will be 
represented by an asterisk: wf,, t:, etcetera. 

3.1. Instabilities in an e-e-i plasma 

We consider the e-e-i plasma of the core, which 
consists of a quiescent electron population(c), an 
electron beam(e) of velocity Veo, and an ion beam(i) 
of velocity KO. Plasma quasineutrality implies nio = 
n,o + n,o The solutions of the dispersion relation 
(12) depend mainly on three dimensionless parame- 
ters: n,o/n,o, V,o/c,o, T,o/T,o; two other parame- 
ters, Vio/Veo and Tio/T,o are assumed small. 

In the long-wavelength limit, kXn, + 0, modes 
develop in three different frequency ranges [4]: i) one 

pair of Langmuir modes at w - w, = w& + w&, 7 
ii) one pair of e-e (acoustic) modes at w - kV,o, 
and iii) one pair of i-e (acoustic) modes at w - 
kveo-. Instabilities come from the i-e and e 
e modes. Figure 3 shows the maximum growth rate 
of the i-e and e-e instabilities in terms of V,o/c,o and 
n,o/n,o. There are, in general, one i-e and one e e  
unstable modes, with one of them clearly dominant 
except in the transition domain. To understand these 
results, let us discuss first some properties of the i-e 
and e-e unstahle modes. 

For i-e modes, dropping inertia effects for elec- 
trons, Eq. (12) yields, 

with 

and c,o = ceo-. Eq. (13) shows that the 
character of the i-e instahility depends mainly on the 
sign of S: If S > 0, the only instahility source is the 
term with Rz, so the instahility is resistive, caused 
by Landau resonance. If S < 0 and IRz/SI << 1, 
the instability is reactive (i.e. hydrodynamic) with 



negligible Landau effect. The instability is of mixed 3.2. Instability modes in an i-i-e plasma 
type for S < 0 and IRz/SI 2 O(1). 

For A + m, Eq.(13) is valid for V,o/c,o 1 O(1). We consider now the i-i-e plasma of the 
For Ko/c,o > 3.4, small non-steady effects on elec- 
trons must be retained and, for Ko/c,~ >> 1, the i-e 
instahility becomes the Buneman instahility with: 

For e-e modes, ions remain quasi-rigid. The e- 
e instahility is classified into the strong-beam insta- 
bility for n,o/n,o = 0(1), and the weak-beam in- 
stability for n,o/n,o < 1 (or n,o/n,o >> 1, due to 
symmetry). Depending on the drift velocity, and for 
T,o/T,o = 0(1), the weak-beam case is subclassified 
into the bump-in-tail instability, for c,o << KO << 
c , ~ ( n , ~ / n , ~ ) ~ / ~ ,  with 

and the cold weak-beam instahility, for 
C ,O(~ ,O/~ ,O) ' /~  < KO, with [6, 71 

The weak-heam instahility is reactive in the cold- 
plasma limit (as the Buneman instahility ) and it is 
Landau-resistive in the hump-in-tail limit. 

From the above expressions, the dominant insta- 
bility mode depends on n,o/n,o: 

- Case 1: 0 < n,o/nd << milm,, Fig. 3(a). 
The e-e instahility is clearly dominant within, prac- 
tically, its whole domain of existence. Below that 
domain, the plasma presents a resistive i-e instabil- 
ity with a maximum of w:, for an intermediate value 
of Ko/c,o. The i-e instahility decays sharply when it 
interacts with the e-e instahility and there is no trace 
of the reactive, Buneman instahility for V,o/c,o >> 1. 

- Case 2: milm, < n,o/n,o, Figure 3(h). The 
e-e instahility is very weak and the i-e instability is 
dominant for any Ko/c,o. The transition region he- 
tween cases 1 and 2 is obtained from Eqs. (14) and 
(16). 

Figure 4 summarizes the parametric regions of 
dominance for each type of instahility. In regions 
1-111 different forms of the e-e instahility dominate, 
while in regions IV-VI different forms of the i-e in- 
stability are dominant. Notice that, in an e-e-i 
plasma a reactive i-e instahility exists in a very lim- 
ited region with n,o/n,o >> 1, while the typical case 
in plasma contactor double-layers is just the oppo- 
site one: n,o/n,o << 1. When T,o/T,o decreases, 
the region of i-e resistive instability increases. For 
T,0/Tco = 0(1), the domain of existence of the i-e 
instahility is restricted to V,o/c,o 2 1. 

presheath, which consists of a quiescent ion popu- 
lation (a), an electron beam (e) of velocity '0 > 
0, and an ion beam ( i )  of velocity Ro < 0 (ion 
and electron beams are counterstreaming); plasma 
quasineutrality implies n,o = nio + n,o The solu- 
tions of (12) depend mainly on three parameters: 
nio/n,o, V,o/c,o, V,o/cio; two other parameters, 
T,o/T,o and T,o/T,o, are assumed small. 

For large wavelenght limit, kXo, + 0, there de- 
velop: one pair of Langmuir modes, mounted on the 
e-beam at w - w,,; and, depending on the drift ve- 
locities [4, 81: 

a) For Ko/c,o << Ko/c,o, two pairs of i- 
e acoustic modes at w - kI40 and w - 
kV,o (m,/m,)1/2 (nao /neo)112. Here, the e-beam in- 
teracts separately with the two ion populations, and 
produces two independent pairs of i-e modes. 

b) For Ko/c,o >> Ko/c,o, there are one pair of i-e 
acoustic modes a t  w - kV,o and one pair of 
i-i acoustic modes at w - kKo. In the i-e pair, the 
high-velocity e-beam sees the two ion populations as 
a single one, and the interaction yields the classical 
i-e modes of a twespecies plasma. The i-i pair cor- 
responds to the residual interaction between the two 
ion populations at a lower frequency. These i-i modes 
present similarities with the e-e modes. 

Instabilities come from both i-e and i-i modes. 
Figure 5 shows the maximnn growth rate of the 
two unstable modes in terms of Veo/ceo > 0 with 
Ko/c,o < 0 [counterstreaming beams]. Notice that: 

(i) There are two unstahle modes in the whole 
velocity range. 

(ii) For Ko/c,o << Ko/c,o, the two lines corre- 
spond to two i-e unstahle modes, as predicted. 

(iii) For Ko/c,o << Ko/ceo, the i-e instahility 
dominates over the i-i instahility (curve 2). The ra- 
tio n,o/n,o affects the i-i instability only, and w,:, is 
maximum for nio/nao = 1. 

4. STABILITY ANALYSIS O F  T H E  
CONTACTOR PLUME 

Finally, we analyze the stability of the whole sta- 
tionary plasma structure around an anodic contac- 
tor. A macroscopic, dynamic version of the station- 
ary spherical model of Ahedo et al 191 is used. The 
contactor is a sphere of radius R, biased to a high 
potential $R, which emits an artificial plasma into 
a quiescent, unmagnetized plasma (snbcript m); let 
I, be the emitted ion current. The ratio AD,/& is 
considered small enough to follow a two-scale anal- 
ysis, where the plasma is assumed quasineutral ev- 
erywhere except in the DL, which is treated as a 
free discontinuity in the quasineutral scale (related 



to R). Plasma dynamics are represented by Eqs. 
(1)-(3). Poisson equation simplifies to the quasineu- 
tral condition Cq,n, = 0, in core and presheath, 
and yields jump and transition conditions at  the DL. 
These include a generalized Langmuir condition for 
the plasma currents and the Bohm condition. 

The stationary model determines the electron 
current collected, L o ,  the DL position r ~ o ,  the po- 
tential jump across the DL, A&D, and the plasma 
profiles in terms of Q OR, L o ,  and the rest of plasma 
parameters. 

The spherical version of the planar perturbation 
model, Eqs. (4)-(6), is 

where j,(Ko/c,~, ...) in Eq. (19) must be a function 
independent of wlk. The most plausible choice is to 
take 9, equal to y(z;) of the instability mode under 
consideration. 

There are, at least, two distinguished ranges for 
the frequencies of the perturbation modes: (i) ion 
frequencies, w - R - ' G ,  when the electron 
response is quasisteady, and plasma dynamics are 
based in i-e and i-i modes; and (ii) electron frequen- 
cies, w - R - ' G ,  when ions stay rigid in their 
stationary response, and plasma dynamics are dom- 
inated by e-e modes. 

For ion frequencies, assuming T;o = 0 and T-0 - 
T,o, we take 141: 

For electron frequencies, assuming n,o << n,o (weak- 
beam limit), ion equations are not needed and we 
propose to use 141: 

Equations (17)-(19) together with quasineutrality 
condition form a system of ordinary differential equa- 
tions for each w. As boundary conditions for this 
system we have: i) the solution is hounded in all 
the space; ii) the jump and transition conditions at 
the DL; iii) perturbations are zero at r = m; and iv) 
perturbations on conditions at the contactor exhaust 
are specified: Iil~, K l ~ ,  .... The displacement of the 
DL, r ~ l  is part of the solution. 

The perturbation equations are integrated from 
r = m to r = R, solving separately the presheath 
and the core. The general solution of Eqs. (17)-(19) 
is a combination of fundamental modes and, impos- 
ing to them the set of conditions at both boundaries, 

we obtain an algebraic relation: AX = B, where 
A depends on the steady solution, X are the un- 
known parameters of the fundamental perturbation 
modes and B depends on the boundary conditions 
parameters. For B # 0 we obtain regular dynamic 
responses. Self-excited modes for B = 0 exist if and 
only if 

for any w value. Therefore D = 0 is the dispersion 
relation of the problem, which depends on w and the 
parameters of the steady solution. 

Perturbations at the contactor surface are trans- 
mitted along the core by acoustic modes. When these 
modes reach the DL, they perturb its pressure bal- 
ance and this produces a perturbation of the flow 
of incoming electrons. Futhermore, the DL is dis- 
placed itself and its displacement induces the mo- 
tion of the ambient ions, which results in acoustic 
outward modes in the presheath. Therefore, the dy- 
namic response of the core/DL/presheath structure 
is the combination of electron-electron, ion-electron 
and ion-ion modes, with different characteristics in 
core and presheath. 

For a high contactor potential [e$on/Tm >> 11 
we have Ko/c,o > 1, and we can take T, constant 
and real. For this case, the analysis for homogeneous 
plasmas in Section 3 suggests that the strongest in- 
stability is the e e  weak-beam instability. This is 
confirmed by the stability analysis of the contactor 
plume structure that has shown the presence of a 
reactive electron-electron macroinstability. Figure 6 
shows the spatial-temporal response of the electric 
potential, 4(r, t) = q5o(r) + $1 (7, t ) ,  for an unstable 
mode. At the core the plasma response is a comhi- 
nation of two stationary modes and two e-e acoustic 
modes, mounted on the e beam for n,o/nd << 1. 
For a purely oscillatory perturbation (we, = 0) only 
the acoustic mode propagating inwards (from the e 
beam) is amplified. The ion rigidity in this frequency 
range produces a harrier effect that freezes the DL 
displacement. At the presheath there is a negligible 
i-e mode and a quasisteady one. 

There are different branches of e e  unstable 
modes which correspond to different harmonics. The 
maximun growth rate, bounded by space charge ef- 
fects, is 

which is of the order of the maximum value given 
by Eq. (16). The instability decreases when 
R / ~ D o ,  T,o/Tm or e&R/Tm decrease; it dissapears 
for e4oR/Tm = o(1). 

For ion frequencies, Ref. [lo] showed the non- 
existence of any radial, ion-electron macroinstabiiity 



of the glohal plasma structure, including the no gen- 
eration of the Buneman instability, as the analysis in 
Sec. 3.1 predicted already. 

Figure 7 shows the regular spatial-temporal re- 
sponse of the electric potential for a purely oscilla- 
tory perturbation on the emitted current I i 1 ~ .  NOW, 
the plasma response at the core is a combination of 
two traveller i-e acoustic modes with opposite veloc- 
ities with respect to the ion beam frame, and one 
quasisteady e e  mode. At the presheat there is an 
ion acoustic and an electron standing mode. 

Here, only the reactive instabilities have been 
study since we have used Tm real for all the species. 
To study the resistive instabilities we should use Tm 
from Eqs.(20)-(21). At core and presheath, only the 
ion-acoustic (micro)instahility is likely, since unsta- 
ble modes have been detected by the local dispersion 
relation for the parametric range of these regions. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

This work has presented, first, a macroscopic 
model of linear, electrostatic perturbations which 
includes correctly the effects of Landau resonance. 
This model has then been applied to investigate the 
instahility modes of the e-ei and i-i-e plasmas. For 
an e-e-i plasma it is found that the i-e instability 
growth rate decays sharply when it starts to coexist 
with the e-e instahility, which is dominant within, 
practically, its whole domain of existence. The re- 
active i-e instability is dominant in a very limited 
region with n,o/n,o > 1. For an i-i-e plasma there 
develop either two i-e instability modes or one i-e 
and one i-i instability mode, depending on the drift 
velocities. 

Finally, the stability analysis of a whole station- 
ary structure of a plasma plume around an anodic 
plasma contactor, with an intermediate DL has been 
presented. The main conclusions of the stability 
analysis are (i) the existence of an e e  cold weak- 
beam instability; (ii) the non-existence of any radial, 
ion-electron macroinstability of the glohal plasma 
structure, including the no generation of the Bune- 
man instability. This conclusion refutes the analyses 

of Refs. [Z], which assert the generation, in the core, 
of the Buneman (macro)instability, together with an 
ion-acoustic (micro)instability. Indeed, the presence 
at the core of one pair of i-e modes and one pair of 
e e  modes made unlikely the simultaneous presence 
of two i-e unstable modes. 
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Figure 1.- Sketch of axial profile of the electro- 
static potencial in a plasma structure with interme- 
diate DL. 

Figure 2.- Trausport coefficients yl(z) aud y2(z) 
for z real. 

Figure 4.- Parametric regions of the different 
stability types in an e-e-i plasrna: (I) Bump-in-tail, 
(11) e-e cold weak-bearm, (111) e-e strong- beam^, (IV) 
i-e reactive, (V) i-e mixed, (VI) i-e resistive. 

I:O/c," 

Figure 5.- Evolution of w;,, with Veo/ceo for 
nio/n,o = 0.2 aud V,o/c,o = -30; m,/mi = 

Figure 6.- Spatial-temporal response of electric 
potemtial for am e-e urlstable mode [El. 

"JP 

1 

Figure 3.- Evolutiou of wl,,, with Ka/c,a. Other 
4 parameters: Tea = Tea, m,/mi = 10- . Figure 7.- Spatial-temporal response of electric 

potemtial for am oscillatory perturbatiou Iiln [lo]. 
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